
Field Naturalist & Ecological Planning Program Alumni Association 
Board of Directors Meeting 10/9/2019, 5:30 - 8:00 PM 

Jeffords Hall, UVM, Burlington 
In Attendance: Hannah Phillips, Lauren Sopher, Meredith Naughton, Sean Beckett, Tate 

Bushell, Jeffrey Hughes, Deane Wang 
 
Agenda: 

1. Launching into third year of FNEP-AA. How is it going? 5:30 - 6 

1. Summary of actions thus far. 
Board did not have formal discussion of this. 

2. Governance: format of meetings; workflow; is it working? Room for 
improvement? 
Board agreed upon enacting a workflow change that sets a deadline on action 
items for 2 weeks ahead of each meeting to allow board to be better prepared 
to make decisions at meetings 

2. Debrief Recent Events 6 - 6:30 

1. Major takeaways from FNEP Pre-mortem, for the Alumni Association. 
Board discussed that FNEPAA is well-positioned to: 
a) Gather and summarize program impact as measured by various alumni metrics, 
i.e. books published, acres conserved, jobs held, states/countries represented, 
surveys/testimonials. 
b) Taking the lead on deciding the vision of our rebooted program: what we 
keep/add/remove, and how we define/describe ourselves internally and externally. 
This is immediately imperative. 
c) Continuing Field Notes, especially in the absence of an entering cohort. 
d) Supporting and/or leading the charge on fundraising for the program. 
 

2. Debrief the Symposium; review survey feedback. 
a) 11 participants and 28 other alumni submitted surveys. Surveys suggest that 
2-day format is preferred. Retreat-style venue worked well. Cost was not prohibitive. 
People are generally open to non-alumni program affiliates participating. Moth-style 
storytelling event a hit. Keynote needs to be shorter next time. Earlier notice would 
have been helpful for those with preexisting conflicts. Limited “Yes” responses to 
doing rocky mountain or west coast event right now. 
b) Board’s overall reaction was that the event was a format that we should repeat. 
Next time, with more advanced planning, we can assign different pieces of the 
symposium agenda to different alumni. Idea: have a “nugget” session next time. 

 
3. Discussion: Establishment of goals/objectives/work plan for year 3 of the FNEP-AA 



1. Symposium 2020 
Sean presented offer to piggyback on Outdoor Writers Association of America 
conference (OWAA) in late June 2020 and presented conference schedule. OWAA 
has proposed the following arrangement. 
OWAA will: give us a room for 1.5 hours just for FNEPs for a meeting; give us one 
concurrent speaker slot at the conference;  give us 1-2 pre/post-conference trip slots 
to design; will charge $375 + $150 for annual membership and tabling privileges. 
This membership gives FNEPs a sliding scale registration that drops registration fees 
from $225 to $113 
FNEP program would get an AirB&B house as “home base” for FNEPs so we can do 
auxiliary activities. 
 
Board feels that this conference is not a good fit for dovetailing our annual FNEP 
conference because: 
-The theme and agenda of the OWAA conference is not particularly attractive to 
FNEPs, 
-Our ability to shape the conference is limited (unlike NE Nat Hist Conference of 
2017). 
-The timing of the pre/post field trips is not conducive to a 2-day FNEP conference 
model.  
- The nature of these field trips as content fodder for writers is not attractive to most 
alumni. 
-The timing of the conference conflicts with peak field season for many, and is after 
current students have left the area. 
-Last year’s conference model showed to be highly successful, and we’d like to 
capitalize on that success instead. 
 
Despite the decision to not formally partner with the OWAA in this format, the board 
recognizes that there is great advantage to intersecting with the OWAA community, 
as this group reaches wide audiences through writing. This is a great promotional 
opportunity for the program, and a great way to spread the word about the issues we 
fight for. 
 
Board can commit to contributing content if desired: Providing a speaker for the 
speaker slot, crafting 1-2 field trips, and having a FNEP representative tabling at this 
conference. Board will advertise the conference to alumni. 
 
Board has decided to have FNEP annual conference on May 30/31 OR June 6th/7th. 
The earlier date is contingent on current students wanting to dovetail graduation with 
the annual conference. Board will begin searching for appropriate venues. 
 

2. Field Notes 2020? (20 min) 
Agreement that FNEPAA will lead the creation of Field Notes 2020, with the goal of 



having it in-print by annual conference at the end of May. 
Field Notes 2020 theme should feature the rebooted mission/vision of the program. 
Roles assigned:  
Editor-in-chief -  Sonia DeYoung (ideally. Tate will approach her about this) 
Visual Editor - Lauren Sopher 
Design - Kelly Finan or alumni RFP 
Project Manager - Tate Bushell 
Publishing/Mailing - Sean Beckett and Hannah Phillips 
Financing - Jeff Hughes will approach some potential funding sources for this to free 
up endowment funds for other uses. 
Contributions: Meredith Naughton, and will check with Grace/Eric/Josh 
 

3. Fundraising? What is the role of the FNEP-AA? 
Clear distinction between two types of fundraising in which FNEPAA may participate: 
a) “small nut” fundraising according to the priorities established at previous board 
meeting. In the ballpark of $5-15k to fund things related to current student 
experience and opportunities. Unanimous board support for this. 
b) “large nut” fundraising to help FNEP program secure its future with substantial 
funds. Board recognizes many considerations that will determine FNEPAA 
participation in this: 

i. Fundraising must be entirely transparent to all stakeholders, especially 
including UVM and UVM Foundation. Any FNEPAA fundraising must 
support, but not compete with, UVM fundraising. 

ii. Though FNEPAA is a 501(c)3, it is not equipped to handle large sums of 
money, and will not serve that role, recognizing significant legal 
implications. 

iii. FNEPAA and/or target alumni may be a desirable entity to approach 
donors and/or identify donors. This is contingent upon the blessing and 
involvement of the UVM Foundation. 

iv. There is an urgency to our funding needs that outpaces the speed at 
which UVM operates.  

v. There is an immediate need for a unified program vision and impacts 
report before any fundraising of any kind can take place. This is 
something that FNEPAA can work on right now. 
 

4. ACTION STEPS 

Conference 
Communicate with OWAA/Emily Stone 
Determine feasibility of 5/31 graduation that coincides with conference. 
Seek venues for 5/31 or 6/7 conference in VT 



Alumni Communications:  
Draft E-newsletter: 

Contents: 
Did you get field notes? Mailing address corrections 
Where else should we send it? (to help recruitment and marketing) 
Become a member/renew your membership. 
Survey: Job titles, acres conserved, # of properties, books written. 
Ask a high-level question to generate testimonials from alumni (potential) 
Hold off on announcing any intentions to support large-scale fundraising. 
Include “Ask” for alumni to contribute to small nut fundraising 

 
Field Notes 
Approach Sonia to be editor in chief 
Determine commitment of Josh and current students to participate 
Convene a Field Notes committee meeting 

Fundraising 
Approach UVM Foundation to determine path forward 
Share with FNEPAA the posters created at the planning retrea 
Create 1st draft of fundraising plan for board review 

-”small nut” fundraising plan 
-”large nut” fundraising plan 

Draft vision for program 
Suggest to planning team a reconvening of the same group and same facilitator to 

 create and coalesce around a renewed program vision 
 

5. Other business; schedule next meeting; draft agenda for next meeting 
Agreed on Wednesday, December 11th, 5:30 - 8:00 
 


